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The above error is with the database connection. First, you can try to change the password in MySQL. Secondly, you can try to change the your host name in Navicat Premium. Go to Servers->Server Settings->General Tab, then change the Host Name. It may be something like localhost or localhost%. The percentage symbol
separates your computer's localhost name, and the port number. Hello, I am running PU Legend server for a long time and that was great. I bought a new graphics card and wanted to start playing on my new machine. So I installed the game and launched MU Legend. I started a new server and it seemed all well. Then my

mouse stopped working, then my keyboard stopped working. I restarted my computer, and got a black screen. I tried to fix the problem, (tried to go into safe mode, safemode, it stops at login screen). Then I tried to install a new video card driver, nvidia. I am running Microsoft Windows 7 Enterprise 64bit, on a Toshiba Satellite
A505. I have 32 GB ram and an i5. I installed the video card driver via the display driver wizard tool. The driver is installed correctly, but upon restart my problem is the same. This computer runs PU Legend server and also runs Packet Sender for our server connections. I get the error:"Pandora's Box has encountered a serious
error. Please send a message to Pandora's Box support. Please include your client version and server version with the error description. Error description: Malformed Server XML received from packesender All error details: client version: 1.1.0.0; server version: 2.0.0.1322 Message ID: 5d7d336a-20c6-409d-ad34-90e674f5c13b

Response Id: 6a89bb7c-a793-4a7a-8d57-a5eb5be4e4ad
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the options here affect the behavior of navicat when performing a query. select the query behavior option to choose how navicat should perform the query. for example, you can choose to use the server's default isolation level, or set it to none. the
advanced settings section allows you to customize a few settings to tweak the behavior of the server. these include the options for the autocommit and savepoint settings. by default, these settings are enabled. for example, the autocommit option allows
you to automatically commit the query after each row, which can result in a performance increase if you are working on a large table. the server settings section is a drop-down of settings that affect the entire server, such as the hostname and the port

number. for example, if you were connecting to a mysql server that was hosted on a different hostname, you would need to modify the host name in this section. the port number can also be changed. so you've either had to download the files (which can be
a time-consuming process, especially if you're attempting to install the program and the files at the same time) or just use another program to attempt to get the files on the system (i personally love to use 7-zip). you can get a list of all of the license files
installed by viewing the registry key "hkey_local_machine". the name of the key will be "licenseserver". within the key, there is a folder called "licensefiles". within the folder, the name of the file will be the name of the license (usually, it is named "license.
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